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Acer aspire one 722-c62kk specification

Standard memory: 2GB removable Description Compatibility Shipping Payment Warranty Once payment is received, we will arrange the shipment of your order within 24 hours(Business days). When the shipment is confirmed, you'll receive a tracking number in your confirmation e-mail. This replacement battery for Acer Aspire One 722-C62KK will be sent well packed in anti-static bag, Boxed in sponge
padded box and further sealed in plastic bag. If you choose "Paypal Express Checkout" as the check out process (not supply the shipping address on our website), please key in the correct shipping address in English while checking out with PayPal. Or the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. Free Shipping & Returns for all orders (Only United Kingdom). All products are covered by 30 days
WARRANTY for refund or replacement and 12 months warranty for replacement as of delivery date. Delivery date here means the shipping date. 100% New Components - never refurbished, recycles, or used. 100% OEM Compatible - Guaranteed to meet the specifications of your original Acer Aspire One 722-C62KK battery. All our batteries for Acer Aspire One 722-C62KK have obtained international
certification( CE, UL, ROHS, ISO9001/9002 ) Guarantee your complete satisfaction, if you have any questions or feedbacks about our replacement Acer Aspire One 722-C62KK battery or our services, please contact us directly; our customer service will reply you within 24 hours. Best Selling batteries Recommend Batteries Battery for Acer Aspire V5-571-6499(2200mAh,14.4V,Li-ion,4 Cell)Battery for Acer
Aspire 5250-0491(4400mAh,10.8V,Li-ion,6 Cell)Battery for Acer Aspire ES1-531-C7QZ(36Wh,11.4V,Li-Polymer,3 Cell)Battery for Acer Aspire 5551(4400mAh,10.8V,Li-ion,6 Cell) Laptops General Processor / Chipset AMD Turbo CORE technology Cache Memory Storage RAM Memory Specification Compliance Memory Display Display Resolution Abbreviation Audio & Video Stereo speakers, microphone
Hard Drive Input Communications 802.11b/g/n, Bluetooth 3.0 HS Optical Storage Processor Card Reader Memory Stick, Memory Stick PRO, MultiMediaCard, SD Memory Card, xD-Picture Card Battery AC Adapter Connections & Expansion 3 x USB 2.0HDMIVGALANHeadphone outputMicrophone input Yes (SD Card, Memory Stick, Memory Stick PRO, MultiMediaCard, xD-Picture Card) Header
Networking Bluetooth 3.0, Bluetooth 3.0 HS, Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g, IEEE 802.11n Miscellaneous administrator password, hard drive password, security lock slot (cable lock sold separately), system password Included Laptop Accessories Monitor Software Microsoft Office Preloaded Includes a pre-loaded image of select Microsoft Office 2010 suites. Purchase an Office 2010
Product Key Card or disc to activate preloaded software on this PC. System Dimensions & Weight Audio Output Manufacturer Warranty Mainboard Environmental Standards Physical Characteristics Operating System / Software Microsoft Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit Edition Bing Toolbar, Microsoft Office 2010 Starter, Windows Live Essentials Video Output Graphics Processor Series Notebook
Camera Service & Support Service & Support Details ⌚ May 28, 2012 The Acer Aspire One 722 ships with 2GB (sometimes 4GB), which is more than enough. But why settle for a 4GB upgrade? While most people are aware that the RAM can be upgraded to 4GB, did you know 8GB of RAM will also work? After reading rumors about the legendary working 8GB upgrade, I put this theory to the test by
installing 8GB in the Acer Aspire One 722. The result is cause for jubilee! Note: Nobody sponsors this. Any links to Amazon are affiliate links to help cover the time spent researching this article at no extra cost to readers. Memory Module Part: CMSO8GX3M1A1333C9 Corsair 1 x 8GB 204-pin SO-DIMM DDR3 1333MHz CAS 9 9-9-9-24 1.5v I chose the CMSO8GX3M1A1333C9 RAM from Corsair mainly
because of its positive reviews and its reasonable price. In theory, memory matching the specifications from other manufacturers should work too. The important thing to note about 8GB RAM is that you must use a 1 x 8GB module, not two 4GB modules. This means all 8GB must reside on one memory module. Both sell for about the same price, and the dual module package appears to be more common,
so avoid buying the wrong one. The Aspire One 722 only has one SO-DIMM slot. Even though there appears to be room for a second RAM slot in the netbook below the RAM, there is no connector present. Installing the RAM Upgrading memory in the netbook could not be easier and only takes a minute or two. Remove the battery, unscrew the single screw, and then slide the back panel off. Spread the
memory tabs apart and the RAM module pops out. Replace it with the 8GB module and gently press it in until it clicks in place. The RAM module is keyed, so there is no danger of installing the RAM the wrong way. Aspire One 722 with Back Cover Removed. Shown with 8GB module installed. Does it work? Yes. The netbook powers up normally with the 8GB memory module. There are no errors or
problems of any kind. Does the Netbook Detect the Full 8GB? Yes. Different operating systems were tested in addition to everyday performance. The Acer Aspire One 722 recognizes the full 8GB. BIOS, Linux, and Windows all recognize 8GB of RAM. OS Usable Kernel ---------------------------------------------------------- BIOS 8192 MB Ubuntu 10.10 64-bit 7.5 GB 3.2.17 Linux Mint Debian 64-bit 7.6 GB 3.2.0-2
Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit 7.73 GB Windows 7 Professional 32-bit 3.49 GB (8GB detected) Update (August 8, 2014): Linux Mint 17 and Xubuntu 14.04 also detect and utilize the full 8G of RAM. BIOS Ubuntu 10.10 64-bit Linux Mint Debian 64-bit Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit Windows 7 Professional 32-bit System Profiler and Benchmark Why Do I See 7.5GB? The operating system reserves
some memory for itself. BIOS shows the exact amount as 8192 MB (8192 * 1048576 = 8589934592 bytes). The operating system reports how much is available to the user after it reserves its share. Use a 64-bit Operating System A 64-bit operating system is required to use the full 8GB. For 64-bit Linux and Windows 7 64-bit Home Premium, this is not a problem, but Windows 7 Professional 32-bit would
only access 3.5 GB even though it knew an 8GB module was present. Due to the 32-bit addressing scheme, a 32-bit OS can only access a maximum of 4GB of RAM (2 ^ 32 = 4294967296 bytes). Using a 32-bit OS will limit the available memory to 3.5GB no matter if a 4GB or an 8GB module is installed. (The OS can access 4GB maximum, but it reserves some memory for itself, so the user can only
access 3.5 GB out of the total.) Performance “So, how does the extra RAM perform? Is the netbook faster?” Not really. The netbook boots and shuts down in the same amount of time. Programs open and run at the same speed they always did no matter which OS is used. Playing games in Windows 7 showed no noticeable speed improvement. For example, Fallout: New Vegas (Yes, it runs on the Aspire
One 722) played with the same amount of stutter using 8GB as it did with 2GB. This is not the RAM’s fault. It’s a CPU/GPU speed issue. What is that advantage of upgrading to 8GB? Extra RAM reduces virtual memory swapping. In this way, the netbook is faster. Swapping causes the hard drive to grind and slows the netbook down. I rarely used up the previous 2GB, but when it was full, the netbook would
lag just like any other computer whose memory was maxed out. Now, with 8GB, there is more room to breathe. The other advantage of having extra memory involves VirtualBox. VirtualBox reserves memory for each running guest OS. With 8GB, it is possible to have a 2GB Windows 7 guest, a 1GB Xubuntu guest OS, and a third 2GB Ubuntu guest OS with memory to spare. No disk swapping. The guest
operating systems run as fast as the processor will let them. This is not possible with only 2GB. Each guest OS is placed on its own workspace. To switch to a different OS, simply rotate the desktop cube. Battery Life “Does the added RAM drain the battery faster? What is the battery life like?” There seems to be very little difference. On battery power, the battery monitor reports about 6:30 to 7:00 hours (it
varies) remaining for a fully charged battery for both the 2GB and 8GB memory modules. From normal use, the added RAM appears to have little effect on battery drain. To better observe the battery life, I performed a test with each memory module and observed the mA power consumption using the System Profiler and Benchmark program. 1. From power off state, disconnect the power supply and all
USB devices. 2. Power on and log in normally. 3. Set LCD backlight to its minimum value. 4. Open System Profiler and Benchmark, and choose Battery – System Information. 5. Close the lid for two minutes to blank the screen. (Adjust this option in the power settings.) 6. Open the lid and wait for the mA to stabilize somewhat (it alters with activity and fluctuates at idle, so any measurements are
approximations at best). The 8GB module caused the netbook to consume about 496 mA at idle, and the 2GB module caused the netbook power consumption to hover around 479 mA at idle. 8GB ~496 mA 2GB ~479 mA Battery with 8GB Memory Battery with 2GB Memory Not a great difference, but the 8GB module does require a little more power, and this might reduce the battery life by as much as 30
minutes depending upon activity. However, during everyday use, the netbook with 8GB seems to last almost as long as it does with 2GB. High CPU usage, LCD brightness, and wireless activity have a far greater effect on battery life than the memory module. Do I Need More Swap Space? There was a common rule of thumb on Windows systems to reserve swap space on the hard drive that was 1.5x to 2x
the size of the physical RAM. While this was not a problem with 1 to 4 GB, it does raise the question if this is necessary anymore with 8GB or more of RAM. Following this rule, it means that with 8GB of RAM, the swap space should be about 16GB. However, if using an expensive SSD (solid state drive) where every gigabyte is precious, this can lead to wasted space. Is this required anymore? It will largely
depend upon your usage, but in my experience, the answer is no. The purpose of virtual memory is to swap memory to the hard drive when RAM is maxed out, but 8GB rarely maxes out, and when it does, only about 2GB of swap space is used at the most. So, in practice, I find it most useful to limit the swap space to 2 to 4GB when using 8GB of RAM. There is little need to increase the swap space after
installing 8GB. It’s plenty of memory. Just keep whatever swap space is already present. Conclusion If you are contemplating a netbook memory upgrade for the Acer Aspire One 722 and are wondering if the 1 x 8GB RAM is compatible, rest assured it works fine and dandy. 8GB of RAM is 8GB of RAM. It gives programs more room to breathe before resorting to disk swapping, but the netbook speed is still
limited by its processor and hard drive. There will probably not be a noticeable speed increase, but there is nothing like using a netbook possessing as much RAM as a desktop computer. It’s there if you need it.
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